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major wave medium may manifest the concept of Greek physician
Galen [5] that arterial pulse is transmitted through its wall. This unique
power saving mechanism of the VA system not only lowers the burden
of the heart, but also makes the resonance behavior of the arterial sys-
tem feasible [3, 4]. A multi-rank model was then proposed to link the
whole VA system together [1]. Our model provides a scientific basis
Most hemodynamic studies of the ventricular-arterial (VA) system
focused on themotion of the blood andutilized theNavier- Stokes equa-
tion as the starting momentum equation by taking the arterial wall
merely as the boundary. Some important forces arising from the oscilla-
tory elastic arterial wall actually have dominant effect on the bloodmo-
tion [2]; hence not taking these forces into thefirst order account causes
the resulting flowwavemodels physically incorrect. Due to the high dis-
sipation associated with blood flow, these blood flow models are also
physiologically unrealistic [4]; they cannot explain the high efficiency
of the VA system and the fact that the arterial pulse can reach the far
ends of the system.

We built a different hemodynamic theory by considering the VA sys-
tem as an irrigation system that supplying coupled distributed steady
pulsatile hydraulic pressure driving forces to distribute blood. A PR
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wave equation [2] that took the arterial wall, not the blood, as the

for the collective behavior of the circulatory system to be reflected in
the arterial pulse at any site of the body.
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